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oxygen using a non-invasive self-referencing
optical ﬁber microsensor
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Fernando Ferreira 1,2*, Guillaume Luxardi 1, Brian Reid1, Li Ma1,3,
VijayKrishna Raghunathan 4,5,6 and Min Zhao 1,7*
Reactive molecular oxygen (O2) plays important roles in bioenergetics and metabolism and is implicated in biochemical
pathways underlying angiogenesis, fertilization, wound healing and regeneration. Here we describe how to use the
scanning micro-optrode technique (SMOT) to measure extracellular ﬂuxes of dissolved O2. The self-referencing
O2-speciﬁc micro-optrode (also termed micro-optode and optical ﬁber microsensor) is a tapered optical ﬁber with an
O2-sensitive ﬂuorophore coated onto the tip. The O2 concentration is quantiﬁed by ﬂuorescence quenching of the
ﬂuorophore emission upon excitation with blue–green light. The micro-optrode presents high spatial and temporal
resolutions with improved signal-to-noise ratio (in the picomole range). In this protocol, we provide step-by-step
instructions for micro-optrode calibration, validation, example applications and data analysis. We describe how to use the
technique for cells (Xenopus oocyte), tissues (Xenopus epithelium and rat cornea), organs (Xenopus gills and mouse skin)
and appendages (Xenopus tail), and provide recommendations on how to adapt the approach to different model
systems. The basic, user-friendly system presented here can be readily installed to reliably and accurately measure
physiological O2 ﬂuxes in a wide spectrum of biological models and physiological responses. The full protocol can be
performed in ~4 h.

Introduction
Organisms have adapted to the reactive oxic environment, and most known life forms currently
depend on diatomic or molecular oxygen, or dioxygen (O2), in particular for bioenergetics and
metabolism1,2. O2 is a powerful oxidant and, once life forms adapted to use O2 as the ﬁnal electron
acceptor in oxidative phosphorylation (cellular aerobic respiration), energy output markedly
increased3. This gave life forms degrees of freedom that permitted unprecedented and massive
complexiﬁcation, diversiﬁcation and radiation of species4,5. In addition, O2 has a role in cell signaling
and behavior, whether related to bioenergetics or not6,7. O2 plays a key role in tracheal branching and
lung development8,9, vasculogenesis and angiogenesis10, placentation11, brain development12, maintenance of pluripotency in stem cell niches13, and tumors14,15. Furthermore, O2 is important to cell
migration, proliferation and differentiation11,16,17, wound healing18–20, and regeneration21–24. Many
of these functions are not controlled directly or strictly by molecular oxygen, but by master players of
O2 homeostasis and physiology: reactive oxygen species (ROS) and hypoxia-inducible factors (HIFs).
ROS are the products of the serial oxidation of O2 to water (H2O) in a four-electron gain. Most ROS
are unstable and extremely reactive, perpetuating chain reactions that are noxious for cells25,26.
Therefore, enzymatic and non-enzymatic antioxidant strategies evolved and are now ubiquitous in
most life forms. The pro-oxidant/antioxidant balance in cells and in the extracellular milieu is indeed
crucial for both the signaling and destructive powers of ROS25. As life forms grew dependent on O2,
sensing its deprivation (so-called hypoxia) became essential to allow immediate actions for cellular or
organismal survival. HIFs are not only O2 sensors but also transcription factors, regulating
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the expression of hundreds of genes related to bioenergetics and other processes and functions27.
This brief overview demonstrates that studying O2 dynamics is of pivotal signiﬁcance across biological sciences. Therefore, technologies and methods to reliably and accurately quantify O2 (ref. 28) are
indispensable research tools for investigators.
In a recent study, we demonstrated the integrated role that the three core players of
molecular oxygen homeostasis—O2 itself, ROS and HIFs—play in Xenopus laevis tail regeneration.
Using an optics-based probe (optrode), we were able to directly measure an O2 inﬂux following
tail amputation. We showed that the O2 inﬂux correlates with the regeneration of the tadpole
tails and is dependent on both ROS production and HIF-1α stabilization24. The O2 concentration
was quantiﬁed by ﬂuorescence quenching of the O2-sensitive ﬂuorophore located at the tip of
the optrode.
There is an increasing interest in optics-based measurements as a mainstream tool to quantify
molecular oxygen ﬂux, and the validated protocol herein is intended not only to offer a basic, userfriendly solution to reliably measure physiologically meaningful O2 ﬂuxes, but also to stimulate
investigators in the exploration of the redox phenomena in biology.

Overview of the procedure
In this protocol, we describe the step-by-step procedures for quantifying O2 using SMOT and provide
example applications and data from various model organisms. We measure O2 ﬂuxes in X. laevis
oocytes, epithelium, gills and tails, rat cornea and mouse skin. The procedure consists of ﬁve key
stages: in the ﬁrst two stages, we describe how to calibrate (Steps 1–6) and validate (Steps 7–13) the
optrode; in the third stage (Step 14), we discuss how to set up data acquisition; in the fourth stage
(Steps 15–27), we provide instructions for obtaining detailed experimental measurements; and in the
ﬁfth stage (Steps 28 and 29), we delineate strategies for data analysis.
Development of the ﬂuorescence quenching–based method
The seed of the optrode-based method described in this protocol was the mathematical formulation
for ﬂuorescence quenching by Stern and Volmer in 1919 (ref. 29; Box 1). Because O2 has been shown
to be one of the best ﬂuorescence quenchers30,31, its measurement using optics-based sensors was a
natural alternative, as well as a step forward, further elicited to address the polarographic electrode
pitfalls. The seminal studies for optical sensing of O2 occurred in the 1930s, when a ﬂuorometer
detected trace amounts of O2 from a gaseous sample ﬂowing through ﬂuorophore-coated silica
particles30,32,33. Developments in the 1960 and 1970s led to the inclusion of optical ﬁbers, marking the
emergence and the coining of optrodes (linguistic analogy with electrodes) or optodes (from the
Greek for ‘optical way’)32,34,35. Some 30 years after Clark’s polarographic electrode milestone, a
functionally equivalent optrode was used to similarly measure mammalian blood partial pressure of
oxygen (pO2)36. O2 was initially quantiﬁed as a function of ﬂuorescence amplitude (intensity), with
the introduction of concurrent quantiﬁcation via ﬂuorescence decay time (lifetime) in 1988 (ref. 37;
Box 1). The sensor developments culminated in staple micro-optrodes in the l990s, tested and used
mainly in aquatic microbial biology38–42.
The next advance was the incorporation of self-referencing capabilities within the optrode system
in the mid-2000s43. Technological advancements in optical ﬁbers, light sources (including lightemitting diodes (LEDs)), photodiodes, cameras, motion control and software decreased the cost and
improved the sensor system, progressing it to the modern, herein-described, state44. These developments broadened the use of optrodes to measure O2 ﬂuxes, with an emphasis on plant physiology,
for which various research and technical essays appeared28,43,45–49. Our research studies, however,
focus on animal physiology and are carried out using SMOT to measure the extracellular ﬂuxes of
dissolved O2 (Fig. 1a). The self-referencing O2-speciﬁc micro-optrode quantiﬁes the analyte concentration by quenching of the ﬂuorescence emitted by an O2-sensitive ﬂuorophore excited with
blue–green light (λ = 505 nm; Fig. 1b,c)31.
Comparison with other approaches to quantify physiological O2
A wealth of established and emerging alternative technologies and methods are being used to measure
or image O2 dynamics28,32. Approaches based on redox (e.g., Clark electrode), optical (e.g., optrodes,
planar sensor foils and sensor cartridges in a plate reader (Agilent’s Seahorse)), molecular
(e.g., molecular probes (Luxcel Biosciences’ MitoImage), nanosensor and quantum dot, and
microscopy (e.g., electron paramagnetic resonance and ﬂuorescence resonance energy transfer)
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Box 1 | Fundamentals of ﬂuorescence lifetime–based oxygen measurement

The SMOT system quantiﬁes oxygen (in liquid or gas phase measurement) via ﬂuorescence quenching, with high spatial and temporal resolutions
(Table 1). By deﬁnition, ﬂuorescence quenching is a process in which the ﬂuorescence intensity of a sample diminishes. Numerous physicochemical
interactions can produce quenching; among them is the collisional (or dynamic) quenching by which the O2 analyte is quantiﬁed. In this interaction,
a ﬂuorophore (ﬂuorescence emitter) and a quencher collide, during the lifetime of the excited state, leading to energy transfer from the former
to the latter that quenches the ﬂuorescence intensity28,31,32. O2 is a well-known and common collisional quencher that can be quantiﬁed by
many ﬂuorophores30,31. We use ready-to-use micro-optrodes that rely on the proprietary ﬂuorophore PSt1 (commercially available from PreSens),
which is a proprietary transition metal complex coated as a solid-state matrix onto the optical ﬁber tapered tip. PSt1 is excited by blue–green light
(λ = 505 nm) from an LED source. In the absence of O2, the sensor emits ﬂuorescence; in the presence of O2, there is instead, energy transfer by
collision that quenches the ﬂuorescence emission and energizes O2 from the ground (triplet) to the excited (singlet) state, without consuming it
(Fig. 1c). The quenching degree is directly proportional to the O2 content, providing a reliable measurement.
Both ﬂuorescence amplitude (intensity) and decay time (lifetime) decrease in the presence of O2. The relationship between oxygen concentration,
and ﬂuorescence intensity and lifetime is described by the Stern–Volmer equation29,31:
F0
τ0
ð1Þ
¼
¼ 1 þ KSV ´ ½O2 ;
F
τ
where F0 and F are the ﬂuorescence intensity in the absence and presence of O2, respectively; τ0 and τ are the ﬂuorescence decay in the absence
and presence of O2, respectively; KSV is the Stern–Volmer constant and [O2] is the O2 (quencher) concentration.
The interface software ASET (Box 3) calculates O2 concentration using the ﬂuorescence lifetime–based method (phase-modulation or frequencydomain), instead of the ﬂuorescence intensity–based method. For accurate measurements, the ﬂuorescence intensity–based method increases the
excitation energy (i.e., laser/light intensity); however, this enhanced sensitivity leads to a substantial increase in ﬂuorophore photobleaching and,
consequently, shorter sensor longevity. The sensitivity–photobleaching–longevity tradeoff, in addition to frequent calibration because of noise and
drift in excitation sources, shifted the design of the current system in favor of the frequency-domain lifetime–based method28,32,37,45,76. This
method relies on the O2-dependent phase angle shift. Phase angle is a measure of the time delay in the emitted ﬂuorescence caused by the decay
of the ﬂuorophore when excited by a frequency-modulated light (sine wave; Fig. 2b). The relationship between phase angle and decay time is
described by the following equation45:
tan φ ¼ 2π ´ fmod ´ τ;
where φ is the phase angle and fmod is the modulation frequency.
Finally, O2 concentration is derived using a modiﬁed Stern–Volmer equation:
tan φ0
τ0
¼
¼ 1 þ KSV ´ ½O2 :
tan φ
τ

ð2Þ

ð3Þ

The relationship between the phase angle and O2 concentration is nonlinear for the pO2 0–100% full range and is inversely proportional28,31,77.
However, for the pO2 0–32% range, the relationship is almost perfectly linear (generally r2 > 0.999). This range encompasses the physiologically
meaningful O2 tensions; consequently, a two-point calibration (sulﬁte- or N2 (gas)–purged and O2-saturated water) sufﬁces to calibrate the microoptrode45,47,49.
In speciﬁc terms, the ASET software communicates with the electronic ﬁrmware, which has an embedded microprocessor that automatically and in
real-time calculates pO2 (%). The calculation follows the above-detailed ﬂuorescence lifetime–based method via the Stern–Volmer equation based
on a measurement of phase angle shift relative to calibration values obtained (at known temperature and barometric pressure) for the sensor being
used. The ASET software provides extractable raw data for the oxygen content as percentages (Box 4).

measurements and imaging yield different outcomes in the qualitative-to-quantitative
spectrum28,32,47,50–55.
The approach described in this protocol allows for quantitative determination of extracellular O2
ﬂuxes using a non-invasive self-referencing micro-optrode. The key alternative approach to this is the
classic Clark-type (polarographic) microelectrode51,56. Polarographic microelectrodes are
electrochemical-based sensors that were used for the majority of the seminal and classic studies of O2
homeostasis and physiology, including respirometry28,56,57. The ﬁrst of these electrodes was developed in 1953 to measure the pO2 in blood and has since been improved and adapted into various
forms52,58. Polarographic electrodes are based on redox reactions consuming the analyte. The probe is
polarized to reduce O2, quantifying O2 concentration as a function of the generated current (linear
relationship). Local (sensor-tip microenvironment) electric ﬁeld generation and/or disturbance (due
to the polarized electrode) and chemical disturbance (due to analyte consumption) are substantial
disadvantages, especially for large sensors, which require stirring of the aqueous medium at constant
speed to maintain diffusion equilibrium. In addition, temporal signal drift (due to diffusion-limited
O2 consumption at the sensor), probe fouling, electromagnetic interference, and lower sensitivity
(i.e., low detection limit) in low-O2 environments constitute the main disadvantages of polarographic
electrodes (Table 1; refs. 28,56,59). Probe miniaturization and the introduction, development and
establishment of the self-referencing modality mitigated these problems56,60–64 but did not discourage
the research of concurrent and improved alternatives.
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Fig. 1 | Scanning micro-optrode technique (SMOT). a, Schematic representation of the SMOT system and circuitry. A pulse of ﬂuorescent light travels
down the optical ﬁber and then travels back up the ﬁber, where its signal is converted to an electronic signal by the photomultiplier tube (PMT) housed
in the micro-optrode ampliﬁer. b, Needle-type oxygen-speciﬁc micro-optrode. A tapered glass optical ﬁber with a tip diameter of <50 µm is housed in
a stainless-steel needle 40 mm long and with a 0.8-mm outer diameter. The blocker is an adaptation in the syringe to hold and protect the microoptrode inside the needle after use. Inset: schematic depiction and detail of the oxygen-sensitive sensor tip with the coated PSt1 ﬂuorophore (solidstate matrix). c, Schematic of the fundamentals of the ﬂuorescence quenching–based oxygen measurement by SMOT (details in Box 1).
d, Experimental design of representative specimens (two most used by us to test the system). Top, X. laevis tadpole tail; bottom, X. laevis oocyte.
Details of near (full-color) and far (semi-transparent color) positions of micro-optrode during excursion. Negative values are net inﬂux and positive
values are net efﬂux. Tadpole tail scheme (lateral view) is displayed in the same orientation as the whole organism anteroposterior (A–P), dorsoventral
(D–V) and left–right (L–R) axes (middle scheme). The oocyte scheme (lateral view) is displayed in the animal (a) to vegetal (v) pole orientation.
Sizes in schemes are relative and proportional approximations, except for the computer, which is zoomed out, and the micro-optrode, which is zoomed
in for clarity.

Limitations of the approach
Depending on the application, some advantages of the approach may inadvertently become a limitation. A clear example is the higher spatial resolution of micro-optrodes, which permits the pinpointing of O2 ﬂuxes in a fraction of a cell. However, if the goal is to map a large part of the cell or
tissue simultaneously upon treatment, then imaging methods may be more suitable than the technique herein described.
Because the micro-optrode is housed in a needle, it allows the researcher to safely impale the
micro-optrode into readily accessible or superﬁcial tissues (e.g., solid tumors), organs (e.g., skin and
eye) or body ﬂuids (e.g., blood). However, deeper or fragile tissues or organs (e.g., bone tumor, heart
and brain) may be out of the impalement range without further invasive surgery. Isolation of the
tissue/organ of interest (ex vivo assays) from the organism may be required to overcome the
accessibility limitation.
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Table 1 | Advantages and disadvantages of oxygen ﬂux measurement with micro-optrode vs. polarographic microelectrode
Propertya

Micro-optrode

Polarographic microelectrode

Sensing mechanism

Collisional (or dynamic) ﬂuorescence quenching by
O2
11 s for single micro-optrodeb; 2 s for dual microoptrodeb
<50 µm (probably will increase)c,d
Picomole
0.01%
No
Yes. Operates in the 0–50 °C range, requiring
temperature compensation if varying temperature.
According to manufacturer, a ±0.2 °C increase
results in pO2 ±0.15% shift
No. Based on light, not electrical properties

O2 chemical reduction at 0.7 V

Temporal resolution
Spatial resolution (ø)
Sensitivity
Resolution
Reference electrode
Temperature-sensitive

Electric and magnetic interference
Chemical interference (cross-sensitivity)

None or limited. Interference by chlorine gas and
organic solvents

Medium phase measurements
Analyte (O2) consumption
Reversibility

Liquid and gas phases
No
Yes. Fully

Dual or multiple sensor

Yes. No distance requirements with a second
micro-optrode or with a microelectrode
Yes. At the expense of automation. Optical ﬁber
allows remote reading
Long-lasting micro-optrode (if not mechanically
damaged, no need for replacement for many years)
Robust tip (break resistant)
No ﬂuorophore (solid state) leakage
Photobleaching (very slow and readily overcome
by recalibration)
High
Micro-optrode ready-to-use
Quick training

Portability
Endurance

User-friendliness

<1 s
~5 µm (typically lower, ~30 µm)
Picomole
0.01%
Yes
No. Operates at temperatures of up to
~200 °C

Yes. Need of a Faraday cage and careful
grounding
Yes. Interference by chlorine, ozone (O3),
nitrogen oxide and hydrogen sulﬁde
(H2S) gases
Liquid phase
Yes
None or limited. Chemistry disturbance due
to analyte consumption
Yes. Requires ≥40-μm distance between
microelectrodese
None or limited
Long-lasting microelectrode
Fragile tip (break sensitive)
Platinum tip ball does not leak
No photobleaching
Medium
Microelectrode manufacture required
Medium training

a

Extracted from refs. 32,35,43,49,52. bHighly dependent on sampling rules (Box 3); temporal resolutions annotated are for the used sampling rules. cMicro-optrodes acquired had slightly varying tip
diameters of <50 μm. For higher spatial resolutions, smaller tip diameters can be requested from the micro-optrode manufacturer. dSpatial resolutions as high as 5 μm have been reported in microoptrodes made by researchers47. ePolarized microelectrodes generate a local electric ﬁeld; therefore, a safe distance is required to avoid sensor crosstalk. This requirement is discarded if a second
sensor is light-based, i.e., a micro-optrode.

Furthermore, the technique assumes that the sample or animal is immobilized to mitigate noise
and to prevent artifactual recordings. Therefore, physical or chemical immobilization procedures are
required, which may confer a limitation in certain experimental designs. However, this limitation is
also shared by other available techniques.

Applications of the approach
The turnkey SMOT system, using a ready-to-use micro-optrode (Fig. 1; Box 1), as well as alternative
systems for the measurement and study of oxygen dynamics, is currently in a number of laboratories
generating physiologically reliable data, especially in plant models43,45–47,49. Systems are also used in
non-biological studies, such as in metal corrosion65. With proper mounting, tuning and calibration,
SMOT is a very versatile technique and easy to adapt to disparate laboratory environments and
research goals. Commercially available micro-optrodes can take different, and even customizable,
conﬁgurations (e.g., for ﬂow-through recordings or to be incorporated into catheters), further
increasing the versatility and potential uses of the technique. Moreover, the SMOT system can be
readily adapted to incorporate perfusion, incubation and/or advanced imaging systems, if desired,
broadening its scope of applicability even more.
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Box 2 | Liquid versus gas phase measurement
An advantage of the micro-optrode over the polarographic microelectrode (Table 1) is that the micro-optrode can
acquire measurements in the gas phase. Owing to research purposes and specimen constraints, we measured all
samples in the liquid phase; however, we successfully tested this possibility in a wounded diabetic mouse skin
recording (ﬁgure). Note the similar plateaus after ﬂux stabilization (liquid phase: −46.90 ± 0.71; gas phase:
−50.45 ± 1.60; P = 0.09 (unpaired Student’s t test, two-tailed P value)). For more robust and reproducible data
collection, the airﬂow surrounding the measuring chamber must be markedly limited, and the humidity must also
be controlled.
Reference
Specimen

O2 flux (pmol cm−2 s−1)

20
0
0

4

8

12

16

20

–20
Liquid phase
–40
–60
–80
–100

Gas phase
(removed medium)

Similar
plateau

Time (min)

In our laboratory, we set up a ‘Bioelectric and Redox Sensor Facility’, with the micro-optrode
sensor (together with microelectrode-based sensors) at its core, mainly to study animal wound
healing and regeneration, but also other physiological phenomena. Recently, we carried out research,
successfully applying this technique to study the O2 dynamics during X. laevis tadpole tail regeneration24. Representative and comprehensive examples of this and other research are presented in the
Anticipated results section.
In addition to its non-invasive capabilities, the micro-optrode has invasive potentialities in the static
mode of measurement (‘Experimental design’ section). The metal needle can easily impale disparate
tissues/organs, injecting the micro-optrode into previously inaccessible measurement regions. Examples
that we are testing include reading intravenous pO2 in rat tail and intraocular pO2 in non-human
primate (Supplementary Fig. 1a,b). Replacing the needle, a broken pulled capillary can provide a hole for
the micro-optrode itself. We are testing this to measure intratissue pO2 in the tadpole regeneration bud
(Supplementary Fig. 1c). Furthermore, the micro-optrode itself can impale softer samples. Researchers
can adapt these potentialities and apply them in their ﬁelds with relative ease. We also applied the
micro-optrode successfully in a gas phase measurement (Box 2), an advantage over the polarographic
microelectrode (Table 1) that demonstrates the micro-optrode’s versatility and widens its usability.
Many other applications and potentialities for the micro-optrode exist, either in biological or nonbiological contexts, for example, manure, sediment and bioﬁlm proﬁling; package control; metal
corrosion; and many others too numerous to test or list here (see the micro-optrode manufacturer’s
large database: www.presens.de/knowledge/publications).

Experimental design
Single micro-optrode mode
The standard mode of acquisition relies on the excursion (distance traveled by the sensor from near
to far poles) of a single micro-optrode fully operated by the interface software (Automated Scanning
Electrode Technique (ASET); Fig. 1d). At the ﬁrst calibrations in the in-house system, the obtained
values should be compared against and should fall within the manufacturer’s calibration range,
provided in the micro-optrode inspection sheet (Fig. 2a–c). After this veriﬁcation, the system should
be validated using artiﬁcial and natural sources and sinks (Fig. 2d–i). If the exponential/logarithmic
relationship between ﬂux and distance to sink is signiﬁcant, then the system is efﬁcient for experimental measurements.
Before data acquisition, preliminary preparation is typically required to make appropriate measuring chambers; to ﬁne-tune chemical and/or physical immobilization, test chamber and sample
placement to allow sufﬁcient degrees of freedom to the moving micro-optrode; and to adjust zoom
scope(s) to the desired visualization and imaging, After adjustments, some preliminary data should be
collected to optimize and test the acquisition sampling rules. We advise taking some time in setting
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up the rules, because thereafter they should be kept unaltered for facilitated post-acquisition analysis.
If the sampling rules are altered, some of the equations to derive O2 ﬂux must be updated (see details
in Box 3 and the Supplementary Data).
The SMOT system is very versatile and contains module components (Fig. 1a,b); therefore, it is
prone to modiﬁcation for data collection in different animal models. In this protocol, we present data
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Fig. 2 | Oxygen-speciﬁc micro-optrode calibration and validation. a–c, Two-point calibration. Representative
calibration readouts (a). Phase angle and pO2 are inversely proportional (b). Inset, phase angle depiction. Different
solutions and methods to achieve pO2 0% and pO2 20.95% yield similar calibrations (c). d,e, Artiﬁcial sink
validation. Sink is a N2 100% gas bubble at the tip of a broken pulled capillary. f,g, Natural sink validation. Sink is a gill
of a stage 41 X. laevis tadpole. In d,f, top plots, pO2 static measurements at near and far poles with annotated sink;
bottom plots, O2 ﬂux calculated using the difference of near and far poles values (δO2) from top plots (after
conversion to O2 concentration as detailed in Box 3). References and each distance (5, 10, 20, 40, 80, 160, 320 and
640 μm) from sink are delimited by a discontinuity in the solid lines; x axis labels in bottom plots also apply to top
plots. e,g, O2 ﬂux as a function of the distance to the artiﬁcial (e) and natural (g) sinks ﬁtted with an exponential
curve. Insets, curves ﬁtted to a linear regression after logarithmic (log) transformation, demonstrating exponential
drop of ﬂux with distance, as expected. h, H2O2-induced natural source validation. H2O2 at a ﬁnal concentration of 1
mM was inoculated into the measuring chamber with an oocyte. Inoculation of H2O2 at 2 and 10 mM into inert glass
beads did not induce a source of O2 (not shown). i, Micro-optrode is artifact free. Inert glass beads do not have
consistent ﬂuxes. R, reference. Scale bar, ~0.5 mm. Data are presented using dot plots with mean lines. Statistical
comparison was performed using the unpaired Student’s t test (two-tailed P value). NS, non-signiﬁcant. Number of
biological replicates indicated in parentheses. All procedures involving animals were approved by the relevant
institutional and national regulatory boards.

Box 3 | Sampling rule optimization for data acquisition in ASET
The interface software ASET (LV4) allows the user to optimize the sampling rules for data acquisition to obtain
an improved signal-to-noise ratio. Important adjustable settings are the following:
(i) Excursion, distance traveled by the micro-optrode per iteration (near to far poles) (Fig. 1d). Typically, smallsized and/or low-gradient specimens might require smaller excursions, which can be increased in larger and/
or high-gradient specimens. Usually, excursion is within 10–100 μm; 10 μm is a good starting distance for
optimization of a new specimen type. Optimization in 5- or 10-μm steps is recommended. The excursion
distance is entered into the ﬂux calculation (Box 4); thus, if excursion is changed, the equation must be
updated.
(ii) Waiting time, time that the program pauses after excursion to a new sampling locus, before acquiring an
individual data point. This setting mitigates possible stirring artifacts due to micro-optrode movement. The
automation (micropositioner and software) drives a smooth path with reduced velocity for the micro-optrode
excursion, generating minimal, virtually negligible, liquid disturbance (frequencies slower than 0.5 Hz, as
those in the micro-optrode, produce non-signiﬁcant stirring artifacts60); therefore, this time can be very short.
Optimization in 0.1-s steps is recommended.
(iii) Sampling time, time during which each data point is acquired, after the waiting time. The sensor is very
sensitive; therefore, this time can also be short. Optimization in 0.1-s steps is recommended.
There is a tradeoff between the sampling rules and the sampling interval; larger excursion and times will increase
the time to acquire a data point of ﬂux. This tradeoff can also be taken into account during sampling rule
optimization. In our recordings, we optimized the sampling rules to 1-s wait time, 0.5-s sample time and 30-μm
excursion, which gave a sampling interval of 11 s (~0.1 Hz). Acquisition frequencies around this value are
common46,48,49 and yield a good signal. Once optimized, these rules can be kept unchanged in all measurements.
The same or different rules can be applied for different types of specimens. Reference position was >>1 mm,
generally ~5 mm, from the specimen surface; sample position was as close as possible, generally ~10 μm from the
specimen surface. Fluxes were recorded for 2–5 min (~10–30 data points), usually enough for a consistent signal
to be averaged (Box 5).

from lower and higher vertebrates. Moreover, the imaging capabilities can be updated according to the
research needs. Some of the microscope (e.g., Dino-Lite digital microscope) function can be integrated
into the ASET software interface, avoiding the simultaneous operation of multiple software programs.
Dual micro-optrode mode
To explore further the technique, we tested and validated an important experimental design using two
ASET-controlled micro-optrodes simultaneously (dual micro-optrode mode; Fig. 3a). The new design
markedly increases the temporal resolution of the system from 11 s (due to the microstepping plus
the time required to acquire individual data points, both without generating stirring artifacts) to 2 s
(for the used sampling rules; Table 1; Box 3), owing to the alternate ﬂashing instead of excursion
(Fig. 3b–d).
The dual micro-optrode mode has another substantial advantage over the single micro-optrode
mode, which is its inherent potentiality to simultaneously acquire data of disparate species, such as O2
and protons (H+), using different species-speciﬁc micro-optrodes (Fig. 3e–g). Other micro-optrodes
emergently available measure carbon dioxide (CO2; PreSens prototype) and hydrogen peroxide
(H2O2) (ref. 66). Such experimental design expedites data acquisition and reduces animal numbers. A
disadvantage of the dual micro-optrode mode is that the positioning of the two micro-optrodes
exactly 30-μm apart (to mimic the excursion of the single micro-optrode mode and to use in the
214
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Fig. 3 | Dual micro-optrode mode. a, Schematic representation of the setup for dual micro-optrode measurement, as
compared to that for single micro-optrode mode. b,c, Validation of the dual micro-optrode mode using an N2 artiﬁcial
sink. O2 ﬂux as a function of the distance to the sink. References and each distance (5, 10, 20, 40, 80, 160, 320 and
640 μm) from sink are delimited by a discontinuity in the solid lines (b). Fitting of an exponential curve (c). Inset,
curve ﬁtted to a linear regression after logarithmic (log) transformation, demonstrating exponential drop of ﬂux with
distance, as expected. d, Values were similar to single micro-optrode mode measuring the same N2 bubble, further
validating the dual mode. e–g, Potentialities of the dual micro-optrode. e, Dual micro-optrodes for pO2 and pH
operating in the near and far excursion mode. f, Non-invasive simultaneous measurement of endogenous ﬂuxes of
O2 and protons (H+). pH micro-optrode ﬂashing color is pseudocolored green for distinction (actual light used is
blue). g, Invasive simultaneous measurement of endogenous intratissue pO2 and pH. Dual micro-optrodes operating
in the static mode. Scheme is a transverse section of a blood vessel (e.g., from heated rat tail).

post-acquisition calculations) and in the same focal plane is relatively complicated to achieve.
However, this is will probably be a one-time difﬁculty because the conﬁguration can be kept and
saved if several micropositioners and micro-optrodes are available. This disadvantage applies only
when measuring ﬂux of the same species (e.g., just O2).
Static micro-optrode mode
The aforementioned single and dual modes are dynamic; i.e., they rely on excursion and alternate
ﬂashing of the micro-optrode, respectively. Alternatively, the single/dual micro-optrode can be used
in the ASET-controlled static mode of acquisition, i.e., setting the excursion value to 0 μm in the
interface software. Instead of generating a differential value from the O2 gradient detected (converted
into ﬂuxes in downstream analysis), this mode reads the pO2 at the local point. Depending on the
research needs, the static mode can be selected over the dynamic mode, especially for invasive
experimental designs. For instance, because the micro-optrode is housed in a stainless-steel needle
with a 0.8-mm outer diameter, it can safely be used to impale a sample (the needle impales the sample
ﬁrst, then the micro-optrode is extended). We are currently exploring these applications by manually
injecting the micro-optrode into the rat tail blood vessel (after heating the tail to ~40 °C to expand the
vessel) or into non-human primate eye chambers (ex vivo) (Supplementary Fig. 1a,b). Furthermore,
for smaller samples, a pulled glass capillary with the tip broken (similar to that used in oocyte
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wounding) can be used to make a temporary hole through which the micro-optrode can impale a soft
and fragile tissue, such as the tadpole tail bud tested during regeneration (Supplementary Fig. 1c).
Because the micro-optrode (optical ﬁber) itself is sufﬁciently break resistant and sharp, we expect that
it can also be used to directly impale samples.
Additional data acquisition modes
The single and dual micro-optrode modes are typically operated as manual linear scans. However,
automatic 2D and 3D line and grid scanning can be pre-programed in the ASET software to automatically proﬁle an immobile sample, depending on research needs and specimens used. We tested
and used these modes successfully in enucleated rat eyes, because of their perfect immobilization. The
automation can be extended to other animal models, provided sufﬁcient chemical and/or physical
immobilization is used, especially over longer periods of time. Interestingly, remote control of the
software is also possible. Such modes are advised if productivity and efﬁciency are improved.
Moreover, photomicrographs and real-time or time-lapse videos are also potential modes of data
acquisition that can be fully controlled by the ASET. These imaging data can be recorded simultaneously with numerical data, allowing important cross-comparisons.
Finally, the micro-optrode can be used in the gas phase. Experimental design and procedure are
relative to liquid phase measurements, owing to research aims and to technical and specimen speciﬁcations. However, we tested the gas phase capability in a wounded diabetic mouse skin (Box 3). If
this approach is followed, additional precautions to must be taken for conﬁdent data collection. The
airﬂow and humidity surrounding the measuring chamber should be monitored and controlled to
markedly mitigate the dissipation of O2 gradients and ensure data reliability across different times/
experiments (e.g., cover the rig or use an enclosing chamber, and use a humidity probe).

Materials
Biological materials

c

! CAUTION Any experiments involving live animals must conform to the relevant institutional and
national regulations. The experiments shown in this protocol using tadpoles were approved by the
Marine Biological Laboratory (MBL; protocol no. 14-59) and the University of California (UC), Davis
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC; protocol no. 18601). The procedures using
rodents were approved by the UC Davis IACUC (protocol nos. 16766 and 17876) CRITICAL The
examples shown in the Anticipated results section of this protocol are listed below. In addition, we have
tested rat tail and enucleated non-human primate eye (gifted by the California National Primate
Research Center), and we anticipate that our protocol will be compatible with in vivo and ex vivo tissues
or organs readily accessible to the micro-optrode (ideally, in a minimally or non-invasive way). The
protocol cannot be used in vivo on deeper or very sensitive tissues or organs, unless an invasive surgery
is performed with utmost care.
● Xenopus laevis (Daudin, 1802) oocytes (Xenopus 1, cat. no. 12004) and tadpoles (National Xenopus
Resource (NXR), cat. no. NXR_0031; or Xenopus Express, cat. no. TAD)
● Mus
musculus (Linnaeus, 1758) skin from 8-week-old, male, BKS.Cg-Dock7m +/+ Leprdb/J
heterozygous (non-diabetic) and homozygous (diabetic) mice (The Jackson Laboratory, cat. no. 000642)
● Rattus norvegicus (Berkenhout, 1769) eye from 7- to 8-week-old, male, Sprague–Dawley rats (Envigo,
cat. no. 002; or Charles River, cat. no. 400)

Reagents
Deionized water (dH2O)
Sodium bisulﬁte (mixture of NaHSO3 and Na2S2O5; Sigma-Aldrich, cat. no. 243973) ! CAUTION Sodium bisulﬁte causes acute oral toxicity and serious eye damage; it also causes acute aquatic toxicity.
Avoid contact with skin and eyes; do not store near acids. Use personal protective equipment while
handling.
● Compressed N
2 (gas) cylinder (100%) ! CAUTION Compressed N2 is a pressurized gas cylinder;
it should be handled properly.
● Sodium chloride (NaCl; Sigma-Aldrich, cat. no. S7653)
●
Calcium chloride dihydrate (CaCl2·2H2O; Sigma-Aldrich, cat. no. 223506)
●
Potassium chloride (KCl; Sigma-Aldrich, cat. no. P9333)
● Magnesium chloride hexahydrate (MgCl ·6H O; Sigma-Aldrich, cat. no. MN-9272)
2
2
● HEPES (Sigma-Aldrich, cat. no. H3375)
●
●
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Sodium hydroxide (NaOH; Sigma-Aldrich, cat. no. 221465) ! CAUTION NaOH causes severe skin
burns and eye damage. Avoid inhalation of the vapor or mist; store in acids/bases cabinet. Use personal
protective equipment while handling.
● Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO; Sigma-Aldrich, cat. no. D2650) ! CAUTION
DMSO may be harmful if
inhaled, swallowed or absorbed through skin; may cause eye irritation. Keep away from sources of
ignition; avoid contact with DMSO-containing toxic reagents, because DMSO readily transports
through the skin. Use personal protective equipment while handling.
● N-benzyl-p-toluene sulfonamide (BTS; Tocris Bioscience, cat. no. 1870)
● Hydrogen peroxide solution (H O
2 2 solution; 30% (wt/wt) in H2O; Sigma-Aldrich, cat. no. H1009)
! CAUTION H2O2 solution causes acute oral toxicity, skin corrosion and serious eye damage. It also
causes acute and chronic aquatic toxicities; keep away from sources of ignition. Use personal protective
equipment while handling.
● Paraformaldehyde (PFA; Sigma-Aldrich, cat. no. P6148) ! CAUTION
PFA causes acute oral toxicity,
skin corrosion and serious eye damage. It also causes acute and chronic aquatic toxicities; keep away
from sources of ignition. Use personal protective equipment while handling.
● 2,4-Dinitrophenol (2,4-DNP; Sigma-Aldrich, cat. no. D198501) ! CAUTION
2,4-DNP is toxic if
swallowed, upon contact with skin or if inhaled; it may cause damage to organs through prolonged or
repeated exposure. It is very toxic to aquatic life. Use personal protective equipment while handling.
● Potassium cyanide (KCN; Sigma-Aldrich, cat. no. 60178) ! CAUTION KCN is fatal if swallowed, upon
contact with skin or if inhaled; it is very toxic to aquatic life, with chronic effects. Use personal
protective equipment while handling.
● Sodium azide (NaN ; Sigma-Aldrich, cat. no. S2002) ! CAUTION
NaN3 is fatal if swallowed or upon
3
contact with skin; it is very toxic to aquatic life, with chronic effects. Use personal protective equipment
while handling.
● Compressed CO (gas) cylinder (100%) ! CAUTION
Compressed CO2 is a pressurized gas cylinder; it
2
should be handled with care.
● Artiﬁcial tear solution (BSS+; Alcon Laboratories, cat. no. 0065080050)
● Hair removal cream (Nair; Church & Dwight)
● Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; Amresco, cat. no. E404)
● Ethanol (95% (vol/vol); EMD Millipore, cat. no. AX0441-03) ! CAUTION
Ethanol causes severe eye
and moderate skin irritation, as well as respiratory tract irritation. It is a highly ﬂammable liquid and
vapor; store in ﬂammables cabinet. Use personal protective equipment while handling.
●

Equipment
c

CRITICAL The SMOT turnkey system can be divided into three subsystems: hardware, software and
microsensor. The core components of the hardware are obtained via Applicable Electronics (www.
applicableelectronics.com); the acquisition software is provided by Science Wares (www.sciencewares.
com); and the microsensor is acquired from PreSens (www.presens.de). All components for the
technique and measurements are listed below.
SMOT system, hardware
Single-channel micro-optrode ampliﬁer and LED source (OA-1), with built-in photomultiplier (PMT),
the light-to-electric signal transducer (Science Wares)
● Computerized motion control, four-axis micro-stepper system (CMC-4), with programmable step,
direction and speed. Fourth axis (w) is for microscope focus function (Applicable Electronics)
● 3D motorized micropositioners (Science Wares, model no. 3DMM) with extra focus motor
● Upright zoom scope (1–14× magniﬁcation) with motorized focus (75-mm travel) and long working
distance (typically >5 cm; increase or decrease depending on sample dimensions; Applicable
Electronics) These built-in optics can be readily and easily disassembled and substituted with a
compound, upright, inverted or any other type of microscope without compromising compatibility
with the acquisition software (ASET). The ASET-controlled motorized focus capability might be lost
depending on the microscope.
● A horizontal zoom or other scope can also substitute for or be added to the built-in vertical zoom
scope for further or enhanced imaging. In another SMOT system, we added a Dino-Lite digital
microscope (AnMo Electronics, cat. no. AM4013MTL) horizontally oriented in some experimental
designs. Imaging monitoring can be performed with the ASET software following the installation of
an update.
●
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Color USB digital camera (1.3 megapixel; IDS µEYE, model no. UI-1240LE; www.en.ids-imaging.com)
for image capture and time-lapse and real-time video acquisition
● Desktop computer: for best performance, it should have Windows 10, 64 bits, a minimum errorcorrecting code (ECC) RAM with 8 Gb, and a hard disk dual 1 Tb, 7200 r.p.m. in RAID 1
conﬁguration
● Analog-to-digital (A/D) board (National Instruments (NI), cat. no. PCI NI-6229) with breakout
box/cables
● Motion-control board (NI, cat. no. PCI NI-7332)
● Digital video interface (NI, cat. no. NI-IMAQ): allows the control of the USB digital camera via ASET
upon a driver installation (www.sciencewares.com/downloads/aset-lv4)
● Liquid crystal display (LCD) ﬂat-screen video monitors: two linked as extended screen, with one for
acquisition software panel and another for sample visualization software panel
● Micro-optrode holder: assembled with stainless-steel mounting posts and post clamps (Newport, cat.
nos. M-MCA-2, M-MSP-1 and M-MSP-2), and a syringe holder (Science Wares, cat. no. MOH2)
mounted onto the 3D motorized micropositioners
● Second micro-optrode micropositioner and holder: small 3D manual micropositioner (Narishige, cat.
no. M-44) with a syringe holder (Science Wares, cat. no. MOH1) mounted onto the 3D motorized
micropositioners (only for dual micro-optrode mode)
● 3D sample holder: ﬂat, square sample holder (Applicable Electronics) mounted onto a 3D manual
micropositioner (Line Tool, model A), permitting high degrees of freedom for sample positioning
● Vibration-isolation active-air tabletop with M6 tapped holes (Kinetic Systems, model no. 2212), where
micropositioners, scope and sample holder are mounted. Place the vibration-isolation tabletop onto a
working table or bench. In another SMOT system, we use a heavy marble table topped with a metal
platform with M6 tapped holes (Edmund Optics, cat. no. 55-251). Alternatively, another suitable antivibration table/tabletop can be used.
●

SMOT system, software and microsensor
● Automated Scanning Electrode Technique (ASET) interface software, v.LV4, LabVIEW application
(Science Wares: www.sciencewares.com/downloads/aset-lv4). ASET comes with a full installer that
installs LabVIEW and the drivers required to recognize and control the NI hardware for signal
processing, motion, photography and video. This software entirely automates the SMOT system for
data, metadata and imaging acquisition.
● Needle-type oxygen-speciﬁc micro-optrode (NTH-PSt1-L2.5-TS-NS20/0.4-NOP or NTH-PSt1-L5-TSNS40/0.8-NOP). For the latter, the most used, a stainless-steel needle of 40-mm length and 0.8-mm
outer diameter houses the tapered glass optical ﬁber with a tip diameter of <50 µm (PreSens, cat. no.
200000062 or 200000069, respectively). Alternatively, micro-optrodes can be manufactured in-house
from pulled glass optical ﬁber with a ﬂuorophore embedded in the tip as detailed elsewhere43,45.
Additional equipment
LED cold light source (Genesee Scientiﬁc, cat. no. 59-500) Alternatively, an optical ﬁber ring
illuminator or another light source, compatible with the research needs, can be used
● Tabletop thermometer (RadioShack, cat. no. 63-1035)
● Aquarium air pump and airstone, with silicon tubing connection
●
AC power line conditioner (Tripp Lite, model no. LC1800), with voltage regulation and surge
protection, connected to local outlet
● Power strip with switch, connected to the AC power line conditioner and to which all equipment is
connected
●

Equipment for experimental measurements
● Personal protective equipment (lab coats, gloves, goggles and masks), for the handling of and
experimentation with harmful reagents/solutions
● Plastic Pasteur pipettes (5 ml; Globe Scientiﬁc, cat. nos. 137030 and 137018), for the sorting of oocytes
and tadpoles, and for sample and media transfer
● Petri dishes (60 and 100 mm; Genesee Scientiﬁc, cat. nos. 32-105 and 32-107, respectively), for the
sorting and manipulation of oocytes and tadpoles, and for the making of calibration, dissecting and
measuring chambers
● Non-treated plates (6 well; Genesee Scientiﬁc, cat. no. 25-100), for tadpoles incubation
● Nylon mesh (800-μm pore size; Dynamic Aqua-Supply, cat. no. NTX750)
218
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Nickel–chromium wire
Epoxy resin (VWR, cat. no. 500043-451)
● Glass pipette puller (Narishige, model no. PC-10)
● Straight microelectrode holders (Warner Instruments, cat. no. QSW-A15P)
● Borosilicate glass capillaries without ﬁlament (World Precision Instruments (WPI), cat. no. TW150-4)
● Glass beads (Sigma-Aldrich, cat. no. 18406)
● Biopsy punch (2 mm; Miltex, cat. no. 33–31)
● Scalpels (no. 10 blade, Feather Safety Razor; no. 15 blade, Henry Schein)
● Premier edge microsurgical knife (Oasis, cat. no. PE 3015-3)
● Fine spring scissors (Fine Science Tools)
● Acrylic cube with opening lid
●
Silicon tubing and tubing adaptors
● N
2 ﬂow meter regulator
● CO
2 pressure compensation ﬂow meter (Western Medica, cat. no. M1-940-12FM)
● Magnetic stand (WPI, model no. 10), to hold the 3D manual micropositioner
● 3D manual micropositioner (WPI, model no. KITE-R), for the manipulation of the pulled glass pipette
used to wound oocytes
● Temperature-control equipment (optional, depending on the experimental design) For example,
temperature probes, heating pads, heated stages, temperature controllers, or even an enclosed
environmental chamber. Temperature monitoring can be performed with the ASET software following
the installation of an update.
● Dissecting microscope for the sorting of oocytes and tadpoles; glass pipette preparation; wounding of
oocytes, tadpole ﬁns and rat eyes; and for the amputation of tadpole tails
●
Centrifuge tubes or Erlenmeyer ﬂasks
● Glass capillary
●
●

Data analysis software
● Excel (Microsoft Ofﬁce 2016: http://www.microsoft.com) for data analysis and visualization
● Template Excel worksheet (Supplementary Data) for automated data analysis and visualization
● ImageJ (v.1.47u; National Institutes of Health: https://imagej.nih.gov/ij) for image visualization and
treatment (setting scale bars and measurement sizes)
● GIMP (v.2.8.16; The GIMP Development Team: https://www.gimp.org) for image visualization and
non-manipulative editing (recolor, resize and crop)
●
Prism (v.5.02; GraphPad Software: www.graphpad.com/scientiﬁc-software/prism) for inferential
statistics

Reagent setup
c

CRITICAL We routinely use the calibration solutions described below. The measuring solutions can
be used instead of the standard dH2O, because O2 solubility is affected by salinity67. However, the media
salinity levels used (as well as others routinely used in biological research) are too low to have any
measurable effect on ﬂux calculations. If the measurement medium composition is unknown (e.g.,
proprietary media) or if some components are known/suspected to chelate or otherwise affect ambient
pO2, we advise comparing calibrations using such medium to those using standard dH2O. In the case of
a consistent signiﬁcant difference, calibrate the micro-optrode using the measurement medium. Note
that the calibration relies on anoxic and normoxic pO2; therefore, solutions made either with dH2O or
medium must have those O2 concentrations. To guarantee this, a pre-calibrated micro-optrode can be
used to assess the pO2 of the calibration solutions under test. Alternatively, the calibration solutions can
be prepared as recommended in the instruction manual of the micro-optrode manufacturer.

c

Anoxic (pO2 0%) calibration solution
Prepare the saturated reducing agent (0.2 or 2 M sodium bisulﬁte (mixture of NaHSO3 and Na2S2O5)
in dH2O). The 0.2 and 2 M sodium bisulﬁte solutions remain anoxic for at least 6 months and 2 years,
respectively, if properly stocked ! CAUTION Use appropriate protective personal equipment for the
making and handling of the sodium bisulﬁte solutions CRITICAL To avoid solution oxygenation over
time, keep the stock container tightly closed and with little to no air inside; however, surplus sodium
bisulﬁte is an efﬁcient anoxic buffer.
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c

c

Alternative anoxic calibration solution
Anoxic solution may also be prepared by aerating ~20 ml of dH2O for 30 min using an airstone
connected to a compressed nitrogen gas cylinder (100% N2 gas). If measuring solutions instead of
dH2O, use this procedure for the anoxic calibration of the micro-optrode ! CAUTION The pressurized
gas cylinder should be handled properly CRITICAL A shorter aeration time might not generate a
completely anoxic solution. The container can be a centrifuge tube (50 ml) or another type of container
with a narrow entry (e.g., Erlenmeyer ﬂask) CRITICAL Use the O2-purged solution immediately after
preparation. The solution cannot be stored because it oxygenates quickly; e.g., in an open Petri dish (60
mm), pO2 reaches ~1–4% at 5 min after aeration, ~15% at 10 min and ~19–20%—almost complete
reoxygenation—at 30 min.

c

c

Normoxic (pO2 20.95%) calibration solution
Aerate ~20 ml of dH2O for ~20 min using an airstone connected to an aquarium air pump. If
measuring solutions instead of dH2O, use this procedure for the normoxic calibration of the microoptrode CRITICAL A shorter aeration time might not generate a completely saturated solution.
The container can be a centrifuge tube (50 ml) or another container with a narrow entry (e.g., Erlenmeyer ﬂask). Agitate the container or stir the liquid for <30 s to preclude a supersaturated solution
CRITICAL Use the air-saturated solution immediately after preparation. The solution cannot be
stored because it will quickly reach a non-saturated equilibrium with local (container or environmental)
atmosphere.
MMR stock and working solutions
Prepare a stock solution of 10× MMR (oocyte and tadpole media) by mixing reagents in dH2O in the
following concentrations: 1 M NaCl, 20 mM CaCl2·2H2O, 20 mM KCl, 10 mM MgCl2·6H2O and 50
mM HEPES. Adjust the pH to 7.1–7.2 with 1 M NaOH (pellets dissolved in dH2O). Sterilize by
autoclaving and store at room temperature (21–23 °C) indeﬁnitely. Prepare the working medium of
1× (oocytes) or 0.1× (tadpoles) MMR by 1:10 and 1:100 dilutions in dH2O, respectively.
BTS stock and working solutions
Prepare a stock solution of 50 mM BTS (tadpole immobilizing solution) in DMSO and store aliquots
at −20 °C for at least 1 year. Prepare the working concentration of 50 μM BTS by 1:1,000 dilution in
0.1× MMR.
H2O2 stock and working solutions
Prepare a stock solution of 1 M H2O2 in dH2O and store at 4 °C. Prepare the working concentration
of 1, 2 and 10 mM H2O2 (O2 efﬂux inducer) by dilution in 1× MMR .
PFA solution
Prepare 4% (wt/vol) PFA by mixing weighted powder in pre-heated (60 °C) 1× PBS and store aliquots
at −20 °C for up to 1 year.
Stock and working solutions for drugs
Prepare stocks for drugs 2,4-DNP (in DMSO), KCN and NaN3 (in dH2O) and store aliquots at −20 °C.
Prepare working concentrations of 50 and 100 μM 2,4-DNP, 1 mM KCN, and 2 mM NaN3 by
dilution in 0.1× MMR.
BBS+ stock solution
Prepare BSS+ (rat eye medium) by injecting the 20 ml from the Part II vial into the 480 ml of the Part
I bottle, using the provided vacuum transfer device. Use within 6 h after preparation or store at 4 °C.
1× PBS
Prepare 1× PBS (mouse skin medium) by dissolving the tablets in dH2O; store at room temperature
indeﬁnitely.
(Optional) micro-optrode cleaning and sterilization solutions
Prepare 3% (vol/vol) H2O2 by a 1:10 dilution in dH2O of the bulk reagent or prepare 75% (vol/vol)
ethanol by dilution of bulk ethanol in dH2O. These solutions are optional, prepared depending on the
experimental design.
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Equipment setup
SMOT system setup
Our SMOT system is schematized in Fig. 1. SMOT is a turnkey system available from Applicable
Electronics (www.applicableelectronics.com), which also provides loose parts and technical (presential or remote) assistance. SMOT is entirely controlled and automated by the ASET software for
sensor operation and for data, metadata and imaging acquisition. ASET fully operates the movement
and activity of the micro-optrode acquired from PreSens. Of the two available sensor tip conﬁgurations, we acquired the tapered sensor tip, which best fulﬁls our research requirements and
probably those of most physiological studies. Compared with the ﬂat-broken sensor tip (diameter of
140 µm), the tapered sensor has higher spatial and temporal resolutions but lower robustness and
light stability (higher photobleaching) and higher signal drift. The spatial resolution of the SMOT
system is dependent on the micro-optrode tip diameter (<50 µm). If required, the micro-optrode
manufacturer (PreSens) might select probes with elevated spatial resolution. The temporal resolution
of SMOT is dependent on the sampling rules (Box 3) but can be up to 2 s. Importantly, SMOT can be
integrated with other systems to allow simultaneous measurements (using multiple sensors) of disparate phenomena, including (but not limited to) electric currents, potentials (both membrane and
transepithelial), ion ﬂuxes, pH and H2O2 concentration. Some of these potentialities are expanded
below. Indeed, Applicable Electronics offers a service to integrate most of these techniques within the
same physical and digital environment. Moreover, the ASET interface software can be readily programmed and customized (on demand) to integrate such disparate data recordings.
Other companies that provide complete sensor systems, parts and accessories include (but are not
limited to) PreSens (www.presens.de/products/o2) and WPI (www.wpiinc.com/product-listers/
oxygen-sensors). In addition to the mentioned micro-optrode, PreSens commercializes the ampliﬁer/meter (e.g., Microx 4) and the interface software (e.g., Datamanager). WPI commercializes the
ampliﬁer (e.g., OxyMicro), the micro-optrode (e.g., MicroTip) and the interface software (e.g.,
OxyMicro Software). Younger USA (www.youngerusa.com) commercializes a turnkey
microelectrode-based system (Non-invasive Micro-test Technology; e.g., NMT100) with interface
software (e.g., Non-invasive Ion & Molecule Flux Measurement Software), into which a third-party
micro-optrode can probably be integrated.
Calibration chambers
Calibration chambers are unaltered 60-mm Petri dishes half-ﬁlled with the anoxic and normoxic
solutions.
Dissecting/measuring chamber (oocytes)
The dissecting/measuring chamber for oocytes is an in-house-made chamber consisting of a 60-mm
Petri dish with an ~1 cm2 nylon mesh glued with epoxy resin to the center of the dish bottom. The
mesh holds the oocytes immobile during measurements and during wounding with a pulled and
broken-tip glass pipette24,68. Half-ﬁll the dish with 1× MMR supplemented with different reagents
(ﬁxative or drugs) according to the experimental conditions.
Dissecting chambers (tadpoles)
The dissecting chambers for tadpoles are unaltered 60-mm Petri dishes. For tadpole ﬁn wounding
and half tail amputation, use a 2-mm biopsy punch and a no. 10 scalpel blade, respectively. Half-ﬁll
the dishes with 0.1× MMR supplemented with 50 μM BTS for chemical immobilization21,24.
Rodent euthanasia chamber
The rodent euthanasia chamber is an acrylic cube with an opening lid, connected with silicon tubing
to a ﬁxated CO2 (gas) cylinder attached to a ﬂow meter regulator. For rats and mice euthanasia takes
~5–10 min; death should be conﬁrmed with cervical dislocation, according to local IACUC
guidelines69.
Dissecting bench (rodents)
Tape an ~50 cm × 50 cm piece of coated paper to a laboratory bench for enucleation of rat eyes with
ﬁne spring scissors or for mouse skin wounding with a no. 15 scalpel blade. The square surface should
be cleaned and sterilized with 75% (vol/vol) ethanol before and after procedures69.
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Measuring chamber (tadpoles)
The in-house-made measuring chamber consists of a 60-mm Petri dish with an ~10 × 2-mm plastic
strip placed on a small plastic square (provides height to facilitate probe access), which is welded
(with melting plastic) to the center of the dish bottom. The strip holds the tadpole immobile
(chemically immobilized with BTS) during measurements. The chamber is half-ﬁlled with 0.1× MMR
supplemented with 50 μM BTS for chemical immobilization and additional reagents (drugs)
according to the experimental conditions21,24.
Measuring chamber (rat eyes)
This in-house-made chamber consists of a 60-mm Petri dish with two wire loops glued with epoxy to
the dish bottom. The wire loops end in small-diameter circles (at the center of the dish) that
immobilize the eyeball during measurements and corneal wounding by scraping ~2 mm2 of the
epithelium with a microsurgical knife. Half-ﬁll the chamber with BSS+69,70.
Measuring chamber (mouse skin)
This measuring chamber is an unaltered 100-mm Petri dish half-ﬁlled with 1× PBS.
Measuring chambers (all)
We usually cut a piece of the 60-mm Petri dish edge to increase the degrees of freedom of the moving
micro-optrode. If required, the chamber can be sterilized, adapted and/or treated for microscopic or
other experimental design speciﬁcations. Common examples include the replacement of the plastic
bottom with a light-friendly glass patch, coating with ﬁbronectin and sterilization by ultraviolet light.

Procedure
Micro-optrode calibration ● Timing 30 min plus (one-time) 15 min to make the pO2 0%
solution

c

c

c

c

c

c

CRITICAL Calibration of the micro-optrode is done with a conventional two-point calibration of
dissolved pO2 values of 0 and 20.95% (Fig. 2a–c). Calibrations should be bracketed by the calibration
value range provided in the manufacturer’s inspection sheet for the acquired micro-optrode. After
extensive use, values may normally differ (see also Step 27). Alternatively, the calibration can be
performed as recommended by the instruction manual or video tutorial of the micro-optrode
manufacturer (www.presens.de/support-services/videos).
1 Set the experimental temperature in the ASET software.
CRITICAL STEP Temperature affects O2 diffusion71 and is a parameter inserted into the
equations to derive the O2 ﬂux value (Box 4). Moreover, the micro-optrode is temperature sensitive;
therefore, temperature during calibration should be the same as during measurements for data
accuracy.
CRITICAL STEP We typically verify and set the temperature each time at the beginning of
calibration because laboratory rooms commonly have a negligible temperature variation. For
alternative ampliﬁers with built-in temperature compensation (temperature sensor to offset
variation), this step is not needed.
? TROUBLESHOOTING
2 Extend the micro-optrode from the housing needle by removing the protectives cap and blocker
from the syringe and pushing the plunger.
CRITICAL STEP To prevent breaking of the sensing tip, ﬁrst immerse the needle in dH2O for
5–10 min before extending the micro-optrode. This is to dilute and wash away any possible salt
crystals or other debris remaining inside the needle from previous use.
? TROUBLESHOOTING
3 Half-ﬁll a Petri dish with the pO2 0% (anoxic) calibration solution, immerse the micro-optrode
(avoid immersing the needle) and wait 1 min for stabilization. Acquire the phase angle of the
ﬂuorescence signal using the ‘Calibration’ tab in ASET.
CRITICAL STEP The micro-optrode is temperature sensitive; ensure that the setup is calibrated
with calibration solutions that are at the same temperature as the desired experimental temperature.
CRITICAL STEP If the intended measurements will be gaseous (in air) instead of dissolved pO2
(in liquid), then calibrate in the gaseous state (100% N2 (gas) and atmospheric pO2 20.95%; also
see Box 2).
? TROUBLESHOOTING
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Box 4 | Stepwise ﬂux calculations

For each new experiment, the ASET program creates, by default, two comma-separated value (.csv) ﬁles compatible with Excel: one stores
exclusively raw data, and the other stores metadata (such as calibration details and imaging times) and annotations (log entries). Both ﬁles are
saved automatically and continuously until the end of the experiment. Using the calibration and phase angle shift of acquired data, the ASET
software automatically calculates and saves raw data as percentage pO2 (Box 1). The data and information from the program ﬁles are then
extracted to an in-house-developed worksheet template (Excel ﬁle), pre-loaded with automatic formulas and plots in series, to calculate and
visualize O2 percentages, concentrations and ﬂuxes in ~1 min in few steps (Supplementary Data). For our research purposes, the worksheet is
optimized to calculate O2 ﬂuxes; however, with some modiﬁcations and the use of conversion equations, it can be adapted to calculate, for
example, air saturation. A useful ‘Oxygen Unit Calculation’ (conversion) sheet is available from the micro-optrode manufacturer (www.presens.de/
support-services/download-center/tools-utilities).
The O2 ﬂux—net O2 molecules moving through a determined area over a time period—with or without a biological barrier (i.e., cell membranes,
tissue/organ epithelia or organism integuments) follows passive diffusion in a supply–demand way, being physically described by Fick’s ﬁrst law of
diffusion. The ﬂux magnitude and ﬂux direction are driven by local gradients, which in turn are generated by cell function and behavior, such as
cellular respiration, signaling, proliferation, migration and apoptosis, as well as cellular response to bacterial infection (oxidative burst) and
exogenous bio-physical/chemical stimuli. The micro-optrode reads out the sum of this underlying O2 physiology; however, until the ﬁnal ﬂux is
derived, serial steps are taken as follows, starting with the computation of O2 concentration.
The O2 concentration, at near and far poles relative to sample, is calculated from percentage pO2 (ASET raw data), using the following adapted45
equation:
½O2 ðμMÞ ¼

pO2
patmpW ðT Þ
1
´ 0:2095 ´ 0:2095 ´ αðT Þ ´ 1; 000 ´
;
VM
pN
100

ð4Þ

where [O2] is the oxygen concentration (μM); patm is the atmospheric pressure (1,013.25 mbar at sea level); pW(T) is the vapor pressure of water
(26.507 mbar at 22 °C (mean room temperature)); pN is the standard atmospheric pressure (1,013.25 mbar);

pO2
0:2095

100

is the ratio of O2 in the gas

mixture (referred to elsewhere45 as Q); 0.2095 is the volume content of oxygen in air; α(T) is the Bunsen absorption coefﬁcient (29.908 cm3(O2)
cm−3 at 22 °C) and VM is the molar volume (22.414 liters mol−1). The temperature-dependent parameters pW(T) and α(T) are calculated/obtained
using standard curves/tables consulted in the micro-optrode manufacturer’s instruction manual. If the temperature changes, these parameters
must be updated.
The [O2] value is then converted to picomoles per cubic centimeter by a net 1,000 factor multiplication and included in Fick’s ﬁrst law to calculate
the ﬂuxes:
JO2 pmol cm2 s1



¼ D ´

δO2
;
δx

ð5Þ

where JO2 is the oxygen ﬂux (picomoles per square centimeter per second), D is the diffusion coefﬁcient of dissolved O2 (2.42 × 10−5 cm2 s−1 at
25 °C78), δO2 is the concentration difference (picomoles per cubic centimeter) and δx is the excursion (0.003 cm).
The analyzed data are now in ﬂux units. The reference is averaged and subtracted from each specimen ﬂux data point. Finally, specimen ﬂux is
averaged to provide a single ﬂux value per sampling locus (ROI). Negative values mean net inﬂux (O2 entering the animal tissue) and positive
values mean net efﬂux (O2 exiting the animal tissue).

4

5

c

6

Discard the solution and rinse the micro-optrode with dH2O. When using 2 M sodium bisulﬁte, the
solution can be saved into a new container for reuse. Do not reuse often (not more than 5–10
times), because the O2 buffering capacity of the solution decreases with each new contact with
atmospheric air (either by opening of the container or during the new calibration).
Repeat Steps 3 and 4 for the pO2 20.95% (normoxic) calibration solution.
? TROUBLESHOOTING
Save the calibration measurements. The two-point calibration curve and linear slope are
automatically calculated and incorporated by the ASET software to instantaneously derive pO2
values and gradients during measurements (Box 4).
CRITICAL STEP One-time calibration is enough for at least a day of measurements. We made a
performance proof; i.e., we tested the calibration shift after a full day of measurements (for the case,
12 recordings of ~30 min each; discontinuous sensor illumination or ﬂashing). Phase angle shifts
before and after measurements were −0.02° for pO2 0% and −0.3° for pO2 20.95%. These
differences are negligible; therefore, we usually calibrate each new day of measurements to promote
repeatability and reproducibility. The manufacturer recommends recalibration after 8 h of
continuous sensor illumination or >18,000 data points. If the micro-optrode is replaced, a new
calibration is required.

Micro-optrode validation ● Timing 1.5 h
c

CRITICAL We recommend validating the micro-optrode with a conventional artiﬁcial sink, 100% N2
(gas) (Fig. 2d,e). We further validate using a natural sink (tadpole gills; Fig. 2f,g) and an induced natural
source (H2O2; induced in oocytes; Fig. 2h). Note that purchased micro-optrodes are validated by default
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by the manufacturing companies; these steps are just a supplementary veriﬁcation of the micro-optrode
efﬁciency in the in-house system to promote repeatability and reproducibility.
7 The large O2 gradient generated by the artiﬁcial sink permits the protocol user to test for a large
signal-to-noise ratio, to determine the extracellular diffusion limit of O2 and therefore to deﬁne the
microenvironment in which physiological activities might happen (typically <1 mm; Fig. 2d–g).
8 Heat-pull a glass capillary using the puller and gently break the tip to increase its diameter
(>50 μm).
9 Connect the 100% N2 (gas) cylinder to the capillary using silicone tubing and tubing adaptors.
10 Mount the artiﬁcial sink capillary in a microelectrode holder attached to a micropositioner.
11 Immerse the micro-optrode and artiﬁcial sink capillary in a Petri dish ﬁlled with dH2O.
12 Open the gas cylinder to pressurize the capillary until a N2 bubble is formed in its tip. Let the sink
gradient from the bubble stabilize for at least 5 min.
? TROUBLESHOOTING
13 Record (details below) and plot ﬂuxes as a function of the distance (Fig. 2e). Theoretically, the
anoxic sink generates a local chemical gradient driving O2 inﬂux. Empirically, if the sensor
measures, in its excursion, a lower O2 concentration near the bubble than far from the bubble, and
if the difference is a net inﬂux, then the micro-optrode is validated for its ability and efﬁciency to
correctly detect the magnitude and direction of O2 ﬂuxes.
PAUSE POINT One-time validation is enough for each micro-optrode.

Data acquisition setup ● Timing 1–3 h
14 Deﬁne the sampling rules for data acquisition in ASET according to the target specimen (see Box 3
for a detailed description of the different sampling rules).

Experimental measurements ● Timing 30 min (one time) plus 5–45 min of preparation
and 7–30 min of measurement per sample

c

c

c

c

15 Prepare the biological specimen according to the experimental condition (ﬁxate and wound oocytes
and tadpoles, amputate tadpole tails, enucleate rat eyes or wound mouse skin) and immobilize the
sample in the specimen-speciﬁc, in-house-made measuring chamber21,24,68,69. Immobilization
(physical and/or chemical) should not compromise normal physiological activity and should grant
free access and sufﬁcient degrees of freedom to the moving micro-optrode.
CRITICAL STEP Before or simultaneously with the acquisition of deﬁnitive experimental
measurements, it is important to perform negative and positive experimental controls (with drugs
known to abrogate (e.g., ﬁxation) or modulate O2 dynamics (e.g., mitocondrial targets)) that will
guarantee robustness of the acquired data (Figs. 4 and 5).
16 Let the specimen equilibrate to the desired temperature, in the case that temperature control is
used. In our studies, the measurements are performed at room temperature; however, temperature
can be set and monitored using widespread equipment (e.g., heating pads, heated stages,
temperature controllers or an enclosed environmental chamber), according to sample, model and/
or research needs. Such equipment can be integrated into the SMOT rig system, which also allows
the connection of a temperature probe. The ASET software can be updated to monitor temperature
during the experiment.
CRITICAL STEP The temperature used for the experimental conditions should be the same as
during calibration (Steps 1–3).
17 Place the sample under the zoom scope, focus the camera on the region of interest (ROI) of the
specimen and carefully immerse the micro-optrode in the chamber away from the specimen (>>1
mm) for reference (also known as ‘blank’, ‘buffer’ or ‘background’) measurements.
CRITICAL STEP The results of many artiﬁcial and natural sources and sinks demonstrate that 1
mm perpendicular to the sample is usually a safe distance at which gradients are resolved (Fig. 2e,g).
Sometimes, owing to the geometry of the specimen, a longer perpendicular distance might be
required. For that reason, we set our reference position to >>1 mm (typically ~5 mm).
? TROUBLESHOOTING
18 Let the medium stabilize for ~1 min. Optionally, press the ‘Baseline’ button in the ‘Chart’ tab of
ASET to offset (‘zerify’) any residual gradient.
CRITICAL STEP The medium in the chamber must be still (without ripples) to prevent noise and
the dissipation of extracellular gradients. An anti-vibration table mitigates mechanical vibrations.
To guarantee mechanical isolation, ensure that the rig is not touching the walls of the room and
224
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19

20

c

21

avoid proximity to freezers or other vibration-producing equipment. To guarantee airﬂow isolation,
avoid proximity to an air conditioner exit or hoods. If avoidance of airﬂows is not possible, isolate
(cover) the measuring rig. Even the slightest vibration might move light samples in the microscale,
increasing noise and therefore the time to reach a stable reference signal.
Start recording (the probe starts vibrating) at the reference position using the ‘Chart’ tab of ASET.
Record at the reference position until a stable plateau is reached. Usually, 10 data points or up to
2 min of recording are enough. Alternatively, press the ‘Reference’ button in ASET to save a onetime reference value that will be automatically subtracted from each specimen gradient value; this
will save time in post-acquisition analysis but provides a less accurate baseline value (Box 4).
? TROUBLESHOOTING
Stop recording (the probe stops vibrating), move the micro-optrode near to the specimen and focus
it in the z plane with the target ROI. With default settings, the velocity of the ASET-controlled
microstepping does not cause meaningful medium disturbance. If settings are changed and/or
disturbance occurs, let the medium re-stabilize.
? TROUBLESHOOTING
Position the micro-optrode ~10 µm away from and perpendicularly to the ROI surface, using the
ASET-controlled microstepping.
! CAUTION The micro-optrode tip is fragile; thus, when near the specimens, move the sensor with
caution and in small steps to avoid damaging or breaking the tip. Although fragile, for soft
specimens (e.g., soft tissues), the micro-optrode tip is robust enough to withstand touching them
and can even penetrate the samples without breaking.
CRITICAL STEP To obtain the most accurate data and to maximize the signal recorded, especially
in weak gradients, the micro-optrode should be positioned as close as possible and excurse
perpendicularly to the ROI. If geometry or other constraints of the specimen or the experimental
design do not allow this, note that the measured signal is reduced because of both the distance from
and the angle to the ROI. If required, empirically derived correction factors for the distance- and
angle-dependent loss of signal can be applied in post-acquisition data analysis to obtain closer to
absolute values.
Start recording (the probe starts vibrating) at the ROI as in Step 19. Fine-tune the positioning in x, y
and z and even in angle (micro-optrode rotation in relation to the ROI) to ﬁnd the peak signal near
the ROI. Usually, for a stable plateau, 10–30 difference data (ﬂux) points over 2–5 min are enough.
Note that a stable plateau might take longer to acquire when ﬁne-tuning. Excursion is not expected
to cause meaningful disturbance in local gradients, and therefore the so-called stirring artifacts are
virtually absent (Box 3).
? TROUBLESHOOTING
Repeat Steps 20–22 for measurements at additional ROIs.
CRITICAL STEP Occasionally, when moving to a new ROI or reference position, the ﬁrst few
points might not represent the maximum or correct signal because of disturbances in the medium
generated by chamber/specimen/micro-optrode movement and new local gradients. We usually
start recording once a new position is reached and then, if necessary, delete those initial data points
in post-acquisition analysis. Alternatively, let the medium stabilize for up to 1 min and then start
recording. This might increase the time for data acquisition, but it will decrease the noise in trace,
saving time in data analysis.
CRITICAL STEP We recommend refreshing the measuring medium (e.g., 25% refreshment)
occasionally, especially if many (>5) consecutive recordings are made and/or large specimens are
used, to account for (offset) medium evaporation and animal respiration. Typically, we refresh the
medium before using a new specimen. However, if refreshment is performed during recordings, a
new reference measurement must be acquired.
After measuring at all desired ROIs, move the micro-optrode back to a reference position (>>1 mm
from the sample) and start recording the reference value. The plateau should return to the baseline
of the initial reference in Step 19.
CRITICAL STEP A reference reading can also be taken after each ROI is measured, especially if some
treatment (e.g., wounding or inoculation of drugs) is performed during the experiment. However, the
system is highly sensitive and does not require many reference traces to ensure sufﬁcient data quality.
? TROUBLESHOOTING
(Optional) Additional data acquisition modes, different from the described manual linear scan
(Steps 19–24), can be pre-programed in the ASET software, depending on research needs. For
example, one can set 2D/3D line/grid scanning to automatically, and even remotely, proﬁle an
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immobile sample. In addition, one can take screenshots of plots and sample photomicrographs
(simply select the ‘Print Panel’ and ‘Grab Image’ tabs of ASET, respectively). More complex realtime or time-lapse videos are also potential modes of data acquisition. All imaging can be recorded
simultaneously with numerical data, allowing linking of speciﬁed ﬂuxes to images/videos.
26 Repeat Steps 15–25 for additional technical and biological replicates or different biological species.
27 Rinse the micro-optrode with dH2O and retract it into the housing needle by pulling the plunger.
Place the protective cap and blocker on the syringe. Alternatively, the micro-optrode can be
immersed in dH2O overnight if it will be used, after recalibration, in the next day(s).
CRITICAL STEP Each time a salty, sugary, dirty, viscous or semisolid solution or medium is used,
the micro-optrode must be rinsed or even cleaned carefully to prevent salt crystallization and
contamination in the housing needle. This is a hazard that can potently break the micro-optrode
sensing tip and jeopardize contamination-sensitive experiments. Our research did not require
stringent cleaning or sterilization, but, if necessary, the needle-type housing micro-optrode can be
cleaned with regular liquid soap and sterilized with 3% (vol/vol) H2O2 or 75% (vol/vol) ethanol.
The micro-optrode should not be autoclaved because of the polypropylene syringe (the
manufacturer can provide syringes with autoclavable housing if requested).
? TROUBLESHOOTING
PAUSE POINT Store the micro-optrode at room temperature and protected from light (housing
needle shelters micro-optrode from light). According to the manufacturer’s accelerated aging tests, the
oxygen sensor chemistry of the micro-optrodes has proven to be very stable, working properly for >10
years of average use. Unintentional and repeated touching of tissues/materials may impact microoptrode longevity. An indicator of micro-optrode malfunction, for example, owing to photobleaching
or unnoticed breakage, is the calibration value drift. When they drift continuously without stabilizing,
or when the obtained values are very different in relation to the original calibration (performed inhouse, not by the manufacturer), then micro-optrode replacement is advised.

Data analysis ● Timing 1–2 h (one time) for Excel template setup; ~7–16 min for extraction
of data and analysis
28 Extract the raw data from the ASET program and analyze them using Excel. We use an in-housedeveloped worksheet template (Excel ﬁle) pre-loaded with automatic formulas and plots in series to
calculate and visualize O2 percentages, concentrations and ﬂuxes in ~1 min in a few steps (available
as the Supplementary Data). See Box 4 for a detailed description of the data analysis procedure.
29 Perform statistical analysis as appropriate, for example, paired Student’s t test to quantitatively
compare different experimental conditions. The statistical analysis used in this protocol is detailed
in the ﬁgure captions.

Troubleshooting
Troubleshooting advice can be found in Table 2.
Table 2 | Troubleshooting table
Step

Problem

Possible reason

Solution

1

Signals in same-day/samesample conditions are too
disparate
No signal

Temperature change or ﬂuctuation

Recalibrate the micro-optrode at the different temperature; set
a new temperature in the ASET software at calibration

The sensor tip is broken

Low calibration phase angle
for pO2 0%
High calibration phase
angle for pO2 20.95%
Continuous bubbling of N2

The calibration solution has been
exposed to air
Unsaturated calibration solution

Acquire a new sensor or pull and re-coat the used sensor with
a ﬂuorophore43,45. Avoid salt crystallization or trapped debris
inside the needle by careful rinsing with dH2O after use
Make new pO2 0% solution, minimize air exposure time and
keep the stock container tightly closed
Aerate for no less than 20 min

2

3
5
12

Opening of the capillary is too large or
ﬂow meter allows too much pressure to
reach the capillary

Make a new capillary with a smaller tip diameter or reduce the
pressure in the ﬂow meter
Table continued
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Table 2 (continued)
Step

Problem

Possible reason

Solution

17

Ripples in the medium

Manual zooming, generating mechanical
vibrations in the system

19
20

Unstable reference
Unstable signal and/or
high noise
Compromised sample/
experiment

The optrode was too close to the sample
The medium and/or sample was
disturbed
Soft tissue disruption by micro-optrode
touching or micro-optrode is broken

24

Reference values take more
time than usual to return to
original baseline

Disturbed medium and/or dirty sensor tip
with attached debris from the sample

27

Micro-optrode does not
retract

Salt crystallization or otherwise dirty
housing needle blocks retraction

Use automatic ASET-controlled zooming (w motor
microstepping), which prevents mechanical vibrations. If using
alternative scopes, also try to use automatic zooming (e.g., via
joystick)
Increase the distance to at least ≥0.5 mm
Allow stabilization (~1 min) of the medium. Move or isolate the
SMOT system rig from mechanical vibrations and airﬂow
Prepare a new sample or acquire a new micro-optrode. When
close to the sample, reduce motor microstepping to 5–20 μm/
step to prevent accidental sample disruption or sensor tip
breakage
Allow stabilization (~1 min) of the medium. Gently pipette the
medium at the sensor tip to remove debris from the
ﬂuorophore; allow re-stabilization. After the experiment, rinse
with dH2O and wash with liquid soap if required. Often,
however, even a dirty tip yields reliable data, because of the
robust ﬂuorescence quenching–based sensing mechanism
Do not force the plunger; it may lead to tip breaking. Immerse
the needle in dH2O for 5–10 min to dissolve and/or drain
debris inside the needle

22

Timing
1. Steps 1–6, micro-optrode calibration: 30 min (one time per day of measurements) plus (one-time)
15 min to make the pO2 0% solution
2. Steps 7–13, micro-optrode validation: 1.5 h (one time per micro-optrode) for the N2 artiﬁcial sink
3. Step 14, data acquisition setup: 5 min for ASET software setup. Sampling rule optimization (Box 3)
requires preliminary data acquisition to test the rules, thus the timing is dependent on the
experimental design. It took us 1 h to optimize sampling rules using amputated tadpoles; however,
that timing rose to 3 h because of the use of multiple biological replicates
4. Steps 15–27, experimental measurements: 30 min (one time) for the making of the dissecting and
measurement chambers; 5–45 min for sample preparation, depending on specimen and conditions;
measurement timing is dependent on the experimental design, e.g., for gill measurements (single
ROI), 7 min per tadpole; and for a wounded cornea proﬁle (multiple ROIs: wound edges, center and
sides), 30 min per eye
5. Steps 28 and 29, data analysis: 1–2 h (one time) for template Excel worksheet (preconﬁguration and
formatting of multiple sheets with instructions, formulas and plots); <10 s per raw data ﬁle for
extraction of data into the worksheet (copy and paste); 1 min per raw data ﬁle for ﬂux calculation
and visualization; 1–5 min for ROI selection, outlier removal (e.g., noise before signal stabilization,
transient spikes) and mean calculation, according to the number of ROIs and trace noise; and
5–10 min for statistical analysis

Anticipated results
For a holistic overview of the micro-optrode capabilities and potentialities in animal physiology, we
followed a multi-level analysis (from the cellular to the appendage level) in disparate animal models
(from lower to higher vertebrates) and recorded various physiological responses.
A de novo mounted turnkey SMOT system (Fig. 1) should be validated. Full micro-optrode
operationally is a proxy validation of the entire setup (Fig. 2). Using an artiﬁcial sink (N2 (gas)
bubble at capillary tip), a natural sink (tadpole gills) and a natural source (H2O2-iduced O2 efﬂux
in oocytes), we validated the micro-optrode per O2 ﬂux direction and magnitude of efﬁcient detection. The O2 inﬂux decreases as the micro-optrode moves away from the sink (Fig. 2d–f), showing a
signiﬁcant exponential drop of ﬂux with distance (r2 = 0.99 or 0.98 in an artiﬁcial or natural
sink, respectively; Fig. 2e–g). O2 ﬂux reversion was successfully recorded by the micro-optrode
(Fig. 2h). We also tested the sensor against inert glass beads, showing it to be artifact free (Fig. 2i).
In addition to the single micro-optrode mode, we also successfully validated the dual micro-optrode
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Fig. 4 | Multi-level oxygen ﬂux as a marker for physiological status and viability. a–i, Measurement of endogenous oxygen ﬂuxes in control and
ﬁxated (4% (wt/vol) PFA overnight) X. laevis oocytes (cell level) (a–c), tadpole epithelium (tissue level) (d–f) and tadpole gill (organ level) (g–i). a,d,
g, Experimental design. Measurements were acquired in 1× (oocytes) or 0.1× (tadpoles) MMR. Gill measurements were from the middle gill of left axis
(white *). Tadpole drawing (lateral view) is displayed in the same orientation as the whole organism anteroposterior (A–P), dorsoventral (D–V) and
left–right (L–R) axes (bottom right scheme). Scale bars, ~0.5 mm (a, d); ~100 μm (g). b,e,h, Representative results. Top plots, control; bottom plots,
ﬁxated. y axis labels in b also apply to e and h. x axis labels in bottom plots also apply to top plots. c,f,i, Distributions and statistics. y axis label in c also
applies to f and i. Data are presented using dot plots with mean lines. Statistical comparisons were performed using the unpaired Student’s t test (twotailed P value). NS, non-signiﬁcant; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001; number of biological replicates indicated in parentheses. All procedures involving animals
were approved by the relevant institutional and national regulatory boards. Drawings (tadpoles), Erin Dewalt/Springer Nature.

mode, following the same reasoning (Fig. 3a–c). Using both modes in the same N2 (gas) bubble, the
resulting correlations of ﬂux and distance were similar (r2 = 0.89 or 0.90 in dual or single mode,
respectively; Fig. 3d).
After validating the technique, we started to apply the micro-optrode (in single mode) as a way to
verify the physiological integrity and viability of specimens (Fig. 4). To achieve this, we performed
PFA-based ﬁxation of specimens and measured O2 ﬂuxes at the cell (oocytes; Fig. 4a,b), tissue
(tadpole epithelium; Fig. 4d,e) and organ (tadpole gill; Fig. 4g,h) levels. Compared to ﬂuxes in viable
specimens, ﬁxation eliminated the ﬂuxes (P < 0.01), which became identical to the reference baseline
(P > 0.05; Fig. 4c,f,i). These assays also work as negative controls, attesting the proper response of the
micro-optrode.
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Fig. 5 | Multi-level oxygen ﬂux in animal respiration. a–d, Measurement of endogenous oxygen ﬂuxes in X. laevis
oocytes (cell level; a,b) and tadpole gills (organ level; c,d) with and without respiratory electron chain transport drug
blocker (1 mM KCN (a,b) or 2 mM NaN3 (c,d)) and stimulator (100 μM (oocytes) or 50 μM (gills) 2,4-DNP).
Experimental design as in Fig. 4. a,c, Representative results. Drug inoculation times annotated. b,d, Distributions (of
peak plateaus for drug treatment) and statistics. Inoculation of the vehicle-control for 2,4-DNP (DMSO) had nonsigniﬁcant effect in O2 ﬂux. Data are presented using dot plots with mean lines. Statistical comparisons were
performed using the unpaired Student’s t test (two-tailed P value for oocytes and one-tailed P value for tadpole
siblings). *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001; number of biological replicates indicated in parentheses. All procedures
involving animals were approved by the relevant institutional and national regulatory boards.
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Fig. 6 | Oxygen ﬂux in animal in vitro fertilization (IVF). a, Experimental design; ~20% of a testis preserved at 4 °C
was macerated in water. 100 μl of this sperm solution was inoculated into the measuring chamber. Scale bar, 0.5
mm. b, Measurement of endogenous oxygen ﬂux before and after sperm inoculation (annotated). Fertilization
induces an increase and peak of O2 consumption. All procedures involving animals were approved by the relevant
institutional and national regulatory boards.

Next, we studied obvious physiological candidates: respiration and bioenergetics. We used drugs
modulating the cellular respiration in oocytes (cell level; Fig. 5a,b) and tadpole gills (organ level; Fig. 5c,d).
The use of a stimulator of the respiratory electron chain transport (2,4-DNP) showed more than
double the O2 inﬂux magnitude in both specimens (P < 0.05; Fig. 5b,d). Congruently, the use of an
electron chain transport blocker (KCN or NaN3) signiﬁcantly abrogated O2 inﬂux (P < 0.05; Fig. 5b,d).
These results are also important negative and positive experimental controls that guarantee the acqusition
of robust experimental measurements.
Then we applied the micro-optrode to observe the characteristic increase in O2 uptake upon
fertilization (Fig. 6)72. For this, during continual recording, we inoculated the sperm solution (from
macerated testis) into the chamber with an oocyte (Fig. 6a). A peak and increased O2 inﬂux occurred
at the probable moment of fertilization (Fig. 6b).
Finally, we show comprehensive results of the O2 dynamics in wound healing and regeneration
(Fig. 7), extracted mainly from the original data recently published24. We created wounds from the
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cellular to the organ level, respectively, in oocytes (Fig. 7a) and tadpole epithelium (Fig. 7d), rat
cornea (Fig. 7g) and non-diabetic mouse skin (Fig. 7j), and measured the effect on O2 inﬂux magnitude. Also, we amputated half of tadpole tails (appendage level; Fig. 7m) to demonstrate a concomitant shift in O2 ﬂuxes. Interestingly, wounding or amputation resulted in a sustained increased of
O2 inﬂux at the cell (P < 0.001; Fig. 7b,c), tissue (P < 0.05; Fig. 7e,f), organ (P < 0.05; Fig. 7k,l) and
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Fig. 7 | Multi-level oxygen ﬂux in wound healing and regeneration. a–o, Measurement of endogenous oxygen ﬂuxes
in intact and wounded or amputated X. laevis oocytes (cell level) (a–c), tadpole epithelium (tissue level) (d–f), rat
corneal epithelium (tissue level) (g–i), non-diabetic mouse skin (organ level) (j–l) and tadpole tail (appendage level)
(m–o). a,d,g,j,m, Experimental design. Measurements were acquired in MMR 1× (oocytes) or 0.1× (tadpoles),
artiﬁcial tear solution (BSS+; rat cornea) or PBS (1×; mouse skin). For the measurements, we used isolated whole
eyes enucleated from euthanized 7–8-week-old male Sprague–Dawley rats and euthanized 8-week-old male BKS.CgDock7m +/+ Leprdb/J heterozygous (non-diabetic) mice. Eye photomicrograph and scheme (lateral view) are
displayed in the temporal (T) to nasal (N) axis orientation. minpw, minutes post-wounding; minpa, minutes postamputation. c, center; e, edge; s, side. Mouse photomicrograph and scheme (top view) are displayed in the same
orientation as the whole organism anteroposterior (A–P), dorsoventral (D–V) and left–right (L–R) axes (bottom right
scheme). Scale bars, ~0.5 mm (a,d); ~1 mm (g,j,m). b,e,h,k,n, Representative results. Wounding and amputation
times annotated. c,f,i,l,o, Distributions and statistics. Data of c, f, l and o were originally published in ref. 24; complete
spatiotemporal proﬁling of f and o can be found in the same study. Data are presented using dot plots with mean
lines. Statistical comparisons were performed using the paired Student’s t test (two-tailed P value for oocytes and
one-tailed P value for mice) and unpaired Student’s t test (two-tailed P value for tadpoles and one-tailed P value for
rat). NS, non-signiﬁcant; *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; number of biological replicates indicated in parentheses. All
procedures involving animals were approved by the relevant institutional and national regulatory boards. Drawings
(tadpoles), Erin Dewalt/Springer Nature.

Box 5 | Oscillatory behavior
Oxygen is a major player in metabolic and signaling pathways; therefore, it might display or be subjected to
oscillatory behavior73–75. Intriguingly, we noticed that in many recordings, the O2 ﬂux appears to stabilize in an
oscillatory manner rather than in a ﬂat plateau. Oscillations with a frequency (f) range of 4–8 mHz (2–4 min
period (T; peak-to-peak time)) were not uncommon (see ﬁgure, representative result of a wounded tadpole
epithelium). Owing to our research goals, we usually acquired data in the same sampling locus (ROI) for 2–5 min.
Thus, we could not robustly study oscillations and deﬁnitively identify false-positive and false-negative
readouts24. However, with an increase in recording time, this technique is perfectly suitable to the study of
oscillations.
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appendage (P < 0.05; Fig. 7n, o) levels. The exception was in the corneal wounding, in which inﬂux
decreased instead (P < 0.05; Fig. 7h,i). We showed that the elevated inﬂux is caused by barrier
breaking and its purpose is to fuel ROS production, important for healing and regeneration24. In the
case of rat cornea, the lower magnitude is probably due to the virtual absence of epithelial cells
(scraped off until stroma); we are following up this line of research in a new study.
Intriguingly, many recordings, in the different animal models used, appear to present oscillations
in the O2 ﬂuxes (Box 5). The oscillatory behavior may be the result or an epiphenomenon of the key
role of O2 in bioenergetics and metabolism (e.g., mitochondrial activity) and in signaling pathways
(e.g., Ca2+)47,73–75. Future studies using this technique that are directed at researching O2 ﬂux
oscillations may uncover fundamental aspects of cell and oxic biology. Furthermore, the technique
may become part of the life sciences toolkit to assist researchers in their ﬁndings. In conclusion, we
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described a powerful research tool—optics-based measurement of oxygen dynamics—with high
sensitivity, and temporal and spatial resolution, which investigators can use without excessive
expenditure and training.

Reporting Summary
Further information on research design is available in the Nature Research Reporting Summary
linked to this article.
Data availability
The representative data that support and use the approach are included in this protocol. Extended
data are available in the support research paper24. In addition, all primary data underlying the ﬁgures
shown in this protocol are available from the corresponding authors upon reasonable request.
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